
 HARDI
Soothe and Support in Style



Soothing and Calm
Blending safety and well-being into one contoured 
design, each product in the Hardi Series offers 
comfort to the eye and to the user. Hardi Rocker’s 
soothing, yet subtle rocking motion provides relief 
and a place for refl ection. Choose from six nature-
inspired RAL colors.

Hardi Rocker Finish (Green): RAL 6021; Finish (Grey): RAL 7015.

Durability That Can’t Be Beat
Made from rotationally molded polyethylene, the 
award-winning Hardi Series is virtually indestructible. 
The one-piece chair is a breeze to clean and extremely 
robust. Available as Lounge and Dining chairs with or 
without arms, and in Rocker and Stool designs, the 
Hardi Series gives specifi ers the ability to bring Spec into 
more Behavioral Health applications. 

Hardi Lounge Armless Finish: RAL 5014.

Hardi Lounge with Arms Finish: RAL 7015.

Hardi Dining with Arms and Armless Finish: RAL 7037.

Oval HD Finish: Wilsonart, 7850-60 Beigewood; Kickplate: HOMAPAL 441 Brushed Natural Aluminum.

Trumpet HD Finish: Wilsonart, 7850-60 Beigewood; Frame: Silver.

HARDI SERIES HARDI SERIES

Safety First
All products in the Hardi series are TB 133 compliant 
as standard and exceed the BIFMA Seating Durability 
Test to 500 lbs. 

Extra Weight
All Hardi designs can be weighted on site with sand 
if desired. A spun-in cap on the underside closes 
the opening, secured with tamper-proof fasteners.
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Spec Furniture is a registered trademark of Spec Furniture Inc. Product design by Mike Shields.
Spec is proud of the contribution of our design team and our employees. 
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Shallow hand grips make 
Hardi designs diffi cult to 
pick up yet easy to adjust 
while seated.

Optional ganging brackets 
allow users to connect 
chairs together when glides 
are specifi ed.

Hardi sits tight to the ground. 
Nylon glides are optional.

As an extra safety 
measure, fl oor mounting 
straps are available.

Finishes

Create a welcoming environment with Hardi by choosing from six soothing colors that match our Spectone RAL offering.

It’s All in the Details 

To make sure every need is met, the Hardi Series features and options address the needs of Behavioral Health spaces. 

Choose Your Hardi
The collection features six designs that can be placed anywhere from the most clinical of settings to calming therapy rooms.

Tel: 416 246 5550
Fax: 416 246 5549

Toll Free: 1 888 761 7732
specit@specfurniture.com

specfurniture.com

5014 6021 7006 7015 7037 7044



HARDI CLUB 
Sit Back and Relax
The Hardi Club chair brings the look 
of the classic club-style to behavioral 
health facilities. This new design 
integrates with other Hardi products 
for a functional and cohesive design. 
The addition of Club Chair brings the 
Hardi offering to eight designs - from 
lounging to group activities, the Hardi 
Collection has it all!

HARDI CHILDREN'S 
For the Little One
The Silver Nightingale award-winning 
Hardi Children's offers a safer seating 
solution for young patients. Chairs 
can be fastened to the floor for added 
safety or weighted using sand. The 
smooth contours of the roto-molded 
build make Hardi Children's a child-
friendly option for behavioral and 
healthcare environments. 

 HARDI 
Behavioral Health Seating

2020 HARDI ADDITIONS



Spec Furniture is a registered trademark of Spec Furniture Inc. Product design by Mike Shields.
Spec is proud of the contribution of our design team and our employees. 
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Hardi Rocker

Shallow hand grips make 
Hardi designs difficult to  
pick up yet easy to adjust 
while seated.

Optional ganging brackets 
allow users to connect chairs 
together when glides are 
specified. Excludes Hardi 
Rocker.

Hardi sits tight to the ground. 
Nylon glides are optional.

As an extra safety measure, 
floor mounting straps are 
available on all designs, 
except for Hardi Rocker.

Finishes

Create a welcoming environment with Hardi by choosing from six soothing colors that match our Spectone RAL offering.

It’s All in the Details 

To make sure every need is met, the Hardi Series features and options address the needs of Behavioral Health spaces. 

Choose Your Hardi
The collection features eight designs that can be placed anywhere from the most clinical of settings to calming therapy rooms.

Tel: 416 246 5550
Fax: 416 246 5549

Toll Free: 1 888 761 7732
specit@specfurniture.com

specfurniture.com
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